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Natural Language Processing

LEXISTERM – THE PROGRAM FOR TERM SELECTION
BY THE CRITERION OF SPECIFICITY
Roque Lopez, Mikhail Alexandrov, Dennis Barreda, Javier Tejada
Abstract: Term selection is one of the principal procedures in natural language processing. Existing advanced
methods allow to construct multiword terms, to form hierarchy of related terms, etc. It provides a high quality of
problem solutions where these terms are used. But almost always an expert needs a simple tool to glance a
document corpus to reveal the most distinctive features. For this purpose we propose the simple program
LexisTerm for one-word term selection based on a well-known criterion of term specificity. Speaking ‘specificity’
we mean the relation of term frequencies in a given document/corpus and in some gold standard as, for example,
a National corpus of document. The program has two options, which give an opportunity. to select both specific
terms in an individual document and specific terms for the whole corpus. In the paper we describe this program
and demonstrate the results of its work on a real example. The program LexisTerm is free-share.
Keywords: Natural language processing, term selection, indexing
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Introduction
Term selection has many applications in natural language processing (NLP). Its realization depends on the goal:
-

whether we want to describe a contents of a domain or a document corpus (a)

-

whether we want to classify or to cluster document set (b)

In case (a) selected terms should reflect some common properties of document set and in general each of such
terms must have more or less equal relative frequency of its occurrence in documents (of course, each term has
his own frequency distribution). In case (b) selected terms should have good distinctive properties and in general
each of such terms must not have equal relative frequency of its occurrence in documents (of course, each term
has his own frequency distribution).
The general approaches and algorithms for term selection are presented well in the well-known monographies
[Baeza-Yates, 1999; Manning, 1999]. Researchers continue to consider special cases: key-phrases extraction
for summarization [Schutz, 2008], indexing for clustering in narrow domains [Pinto, 2008], etc. Some authors
propose to use a set of criteria related with cases (a) and (b) simultaneously. It allows to determine terms for
description sub-topics in the framework of a topic reflected in a given document set [Makagonov, 2000]. It is
a well-known that word collocations have a large informative and distinctive power. Just these collocations form
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so-called multiword terms [Yagunova, 2010]. But all these techniques are not simple. They often need
complimentary information about word distribution in a corpus, correlation between words, etc.
In this paper we consider the simplest case: one-word term selection based on the principal of word specificity.
The specificity of word is determined on the basis of its frequency in a given document or in a given corpus and in
some standard corpus, which is considered as a gold standard. Such a criterion of term selection is well-known.
In particularly, we could mention two works [Makagonov, 2000; Makagonov, 2004], where this criterion was used
among the other ones for constructing domain-oriented vocabularies and for clustering super-short documents.
In section 2 we present the criterion of term selection in two forms of its realization. In section 3 we describe
functions of the program. Section 4 contains the results of experiments. Section 5 includes conclusions.

Criterion of specificity
2.1 General lexis and word specificity
To simplify the further program description we give the following two local definitions:
Definition 1. The general lexis is a frequency word list based on a given corpus of texts
The given corpus means here any standard document set reflecting the lexical richness of a given language.
Generally such a corpus contains in a certain proportion the documents taken from newspapers, scientific
publications related with various domains, novels and stories. For example, it could be the British National
corpus.
The general lexis can contain:
-

unlemmatized or lemmatized word frequency list

-

absolute and/or relative word frequencies

Unlemmatized word list contains all forms of words from a given standard corpus. Example: the words move and
moved (English) are considered as the different ones with their own frequencies. When the general lexis is
presented in unlemmatized form then user can use his document set without any transformation. Here words
from a given document corpus are compared with words from the general lexis as they are.
Lemmatized word list contains lemmas of all words from a given standard corpus. In this case instead of words
move and moved (English) the list contains one word move. Its frequency is the sum of frequencies for all forms
of the verb move. User should take into account this circumstance by the following ways:
-

To construct the word frequency list of a given document corpus and then to lemmatize all words from
this list. The frequencies of words having the same lemma are summarized. But such a procedure needs
special tools including morphological dictionaries for the language under consideration

-

To substitute lemmatized word frequency list of a general lexis for stemmed word frequency list. For this
all words from the lemmatized list are reduced to its stems, and the frequencies of words having the
same stem are summarized. The same operation should be done with a given document corpus.
Namely, it is necessary to construct the word frequency list of this corpus, then substitute all words for
their stems, and then summarize frequencies of words having the same stem

Note. Stemming can be implemented by means of the well-known Porter’s stemmers [Porter, 1980]
Let we have a word w. Let its relative frequency in a document is equal fD(w), in a document corpus fCw), and in
the general lexis fL(w).
Definition 2. The level of specificity of a given word w in a given document corpus C is a number K ≥ 1, which
shows how much its frequency in the document corpus fC(w) exceeds its frequency in the general lexis fL(w):
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K = fC(w) / fL(w)
Definition 3. The level of specificity of a given word w in a given document D is a number K ≥ 1, which shows how
much its frequency in the document fD(w) exceeds its frequency in the general lexis fL(w):
K = fD(w) / fL(w)
2.2 Preprocessing general lexis
LexisTerm having read the general lexis always completes two operations: search of duplicate words and
normalization of word frequencies
1) Duplicate word analysis and ‘black list’
Some words from the general lexis can have copies. Their frequencies can be equal or no. Such a situation
reflects the cases when a word has several meanings. The total number of copies usually does not exceed ten or
about. Lexis Term joins equal words and summarizes their frequencies.
This operation proves to be very useful for excluding undesirable words. Really, for this it is only necessary to add
to the general lexis these words with large values of their frequencies. For example, these values can be done
equal to maximum frequency in a given list (absolute or relative frequency). Therefore such words look like words
from ‘a black list’
2) Normalization
LexisTerm normalizes all frequencies from the general lexis on their total sum. It means that the program always
deals with relative frequencies.
If the general lexis contains absolute frequencies then such normalization is justified. If the general lexis contains
relative frequencies then this normalization is unnecessary, but the program does not know in advance about it.

Program description
3.1 Modes of document processing
Program LexisTerm has two modes for processing document set: corpus-based term selection and documentbased term selection
1) Corpus-based term selection
In this mode the program determines word frequencies considering the entire corpus as one document. Therefore
the output file contains all words whose total relative frequency (that is corpus relative frequency) exceeds their
frequency in the general lexis in K times.
2) Document-based word selection
In this mode the program determines word frequency in each document separately. It collects all words in each
document, whose document relative frequency exceeds their frequency in the general lexis in K times. Then all
equal selected words are joined
3.2 Data format
1) Input data
-

It is a document corpus where documents are presented in a textual form. All documents should be
located in one directory.

-

It is a general lexis, presented in a textual file. It should contains words with their frequencies. Each line
should contain the word itself and its frequency. Other information in the line is ignored.

Note. One should use dot instead of comma to separate a fractional part of numbers.
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2) Output data, results
It is a textual file, which contains the list of selected words with their relative frequencies and the number of
documents where this word occurred.
There is a difference in the content of values calculated by the program:
-

In case of corpus-based term selection the frequency of word means the relative frequency of this word
in the entire corpus, which is considered as one document. The number of documents shows the
number of documents, where this word occurs at least one time

-

In case of document based term selection the frequency of word means the average relative frequency
of this word in the documents where this word satisfies the criterion of word selection. This value does
not take into account the document sizes, so it is not the weighted averaged value. The number of
documents shows the number of documents, where the word satisfies the criterion of word selection. So,
this value does not take into account other documents even they can contain this word.

Fig.1 Dialog box of the program

3.3 Interface
The following controls are used to manage the program functionality
-

The name of directory with document corpus, the name of file with the general lexis, and the name of file
with results are indicated in text boxes located at the top part of the main dialog box.

-

Parameter K is assigned in the corresponding text box located at the right top of the dialog box.

-

The mode of term selection is assigned by radio buttons at the right top of the dialog box.

Information about number of documents, words and selected words are shown at the bottom part of the dialog
box. If file with the general lexis has incorrect format then the corresponding message appears.
A user has possibility to see the following information in three windows:
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-

words from document set with their frequencies (absolute, relative, and scaled values)

-

general lexis, that is words with their frequencies (absolute, relative, and scaled values)

-

selected words with their relative frequencies and the number of documents, where these words
occurred (output data are described in p.3 above)

The view of program dialog box is presented on Figure 1

Experiments
4.1 Document set
We tested the program LexisTerm in our project related with Peruvian blogosphere. The purpose of the project
was to reveal the relation of active part of the blogosphere to the notion ‘terrorism’. The document set included
100 documents downloaded from the Internet. Table 1 shows the general characteristics of this document
corpus.
The typical solution consisted in clustering users, events, etc. Naturally, such a procedure needed an attribute
space, and LexisTerm prepared this space on the basis of selected terms.
Table 1. Lexical resources of corpus
Number of documents

100

Number of words

45294

Number of different words

12392

In our experiments we studied
-

how parameter K (level of specificity) affects on term list

-

difference between options C and D

-

influence of stemming

We expected that:
-

the number of selected terms would be reduced approximately according the logarithmic law with
respect to K (it could be a consequence of Zipf low) in mode C

-

option D always would give essentially longer term list than option C

-

stemming would increase term list

Our experiments confirmed all these suppositions.
4.2. Experiment with different values of K and different options C/D
In this experiment we varied the threshold K and options C and D. Table 1 contains the description of document
set, Table 2 shows the results of experiment, and Figure 2 demonstrates these results in graphic form. The table
cells contain the number of selected terms
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Table 2. Number of words for different options and K-values
k

Mode C

Mode D

2

7112

9973

5

4767

9936

10

3395

9851

20

2492

9510

50

1250

8367

100

1139

7014
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100

Fig.2 Number of words for different options and K-values (graphical illustration)

It is easy to see, that for mode C the central part of graphics is almost a straight line. It means we have here the
logarithmic law having in view the logarithmic scale on axis X. Besides, one can see that mode D gives
essentially longer list of terms than mode C.
2.3. Experiment with stemming and hybrid scheme
In this experiment we used only the mode C. First of all we completed stemming both for a given corpus and for
the general lexis. The results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Data about corpus and general lexis before and after stemming

Corpus

General lexis

Corpus

General lexis

without
stemming

without
stemming

with
stemming

with stemming

Total number of
words

45294

152558294

45294

152558294

Number of different
words

12392

737799

8047

404659

Then we did two experiments: a) a pure experiment, when both a given corpus and a general lexis were taken
after stemming and b) a mixed experiment, when terms were selected without stemming and then we applied
stemming to the selected list of terms. The results are presented in Table 4, its graphical illustration is given on
Figure 3
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Table 4. Number of words for different schemes
k

Without
stemming

Hybrid
scheme

With

2

7112

4490

3216

5

4767

3376

2049

10

3395

2593

1515

20

2492

2016

1183

50

1250

1111

834

100

1139

1030
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Fig. 3. Number of words for different schemes (graphical illustration)

One can see that stemming increases the list of selected terms. But given a large value of K the results become
close from the point of view of the quantity of selected terms. Hybrid scheme is between both options.

Conclusion
In the paper we introduced the notion ‘term specificity’ with respect to corpus and to individual documents. We
developed the program LexisTerm, which implements term selection based on the introduced definitions. We
demonstrated the program functionality on the real example. The results of experiments can be useful to evaluate
how criterion parameters affect the list of selected terms.
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